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Abstract
The popularity of the internet, rapid progress in audio 
compression algorithm and cost effective digital audio recording 
and storage devices and the promise of higher bandwidth and 
quality of service (QOS) for both wired and wireless networks 
have made it possible to create, replicate, transmit and distribute 
digital audio content in an effortless way. Consequently, the 
protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights for 
digital audio have become an important issue. The main aim 
of this project is the introduction of self-organizing superpeer 
network architecture (SOSPNET) that solves these issues 
in a fully decentralized manner. In the existing system, the 
transmission of the data is slow due to the higher capacity of 
the nodes. Hence the node failures, fault tolerance and heavy 
load occur in the network. In the proposed system, we use self-
organizing superpeer network architecture (SOSPNET) for file 
sharing. By using SOSPNET, we can find out how client peers 
are related to superpeers, how superpeers locate files, how the 
load is balanced among the superpeers, and how the system 
deals with node failures.
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I. Introduction 
Superpeer architectures exploit the heterogeneity of nodes 
in a peer-to-peer (P2P) network by assigning additional 
responsibilities to higher capacity nodes. In this paper, we 
introduce self-organizing superpeer network architecture 
(SOSPNET) that solves these issues in a fully decentralized 
manner. P2P computing is the sharing of computer resources 
and services by direct exchange between systems. These 
resources and services include the exchange of information, 
processing cycles, cache storage, and disk storage for files.
P2P computing takes advantage of existing computing power, 
computer storage and networking connectivity, allowing 
users to leverage their collective power to the ‘benefit’ of 
all. SOSPNET maintains a superpeer network topology that 
reflects the semantic similarity of peers sharing content 
interests. Superpeers maintain semantic caches of pointers 
to files, which are requested by peers with similar interests.
The digital information revolution has brought about profound 
changes in our society and our lives. The many advantages 
of digital information have also generated new challenges 
and new opportunities for innovation. Along with powerful 
software, new devices such as digital camera and camcorder, 
high quality scanners and printers, digital voice recorder, MP3 
player and PDA have reached consumers worldwide to create, 
manipulate and enjoy the multimedia data. However, global 
access to information raises questions as to how intellectual 
contents should be made publicly available and simultaneously 
guarantee copyright ownership for the right-holders. A solution 
to this is data access through networks at higher speed. 

Efficient use of resources- Unused bandwidth, storage, 1. 
processing power at the edge of the network. 
Scalability- Consumers of resources also donate resources; 2. 
Aggregate resources grow naturally with utilization. 
Reliability- Replicas, Geographic distribution, No single 3. 
point of failure. 
Ease of administration-Nodes self organize, No need to 4. 
deploy servers to satisfy demand (c.f. scalability), Built-in 
fault tolerance, replication, and load balancing. 
Popular P2P Systems include Napster, Gnutella, Kazaa, 5. 
Freenet
Large scale sharing of files. 6. 
Issues of copyright infringement 7. 

II. Organizing Peer Relationships
The design of our self-organizing superpeer network is guided 
by the following requirements:

First, SOSPNET should be self-organizing in that it is able 1. 
to discover and exploit the semantic structure present in 
the network, no matter what the initial topology is. 
Second, a new peer joining the network does not need to 2. 
have any knowledge about the system; the longer a peer 
stays in the system, the more information it can collect and 
exploit for improving the performance of its searches. 
Third, the time it takes a new peer to achieve its optimal 3. 
performance should be minimized. 

(A) Every peer is assigned to a fixed, very small number of 
superpeers. Consequently, superpeers become bottlenecks 
in terms of fault tolerance. Restoring the system structures 
such as routing tables back to a consistent state after a 
superpeer crash requires a considerable effort. 

(B) Peers are assigned to superpeers randomly and statically. 
The randomness of the assignment is explicit (as in 
Gnutella) or implicit (as in Chord, where the superpeer 
selection is based on peer identifiers, which are selected 
randomly). 

(C) All-or-nothing property- When a peer connects to a 
superpeer, the latter takes responsibility for all the content 
stored at the peer. Such an assignment does not take 
into account the possible diversity of the peer’s interests, 
and makes balancing the load among the superpeers 
difficult.

III. Architecture of SOSPNET 
The basic idea behind the system architecture we propose 
is simple and intuitive. Weak peers with similar interests 
are connected to the same superpeers. As a consequence, 
superpeers get many requests for the same files. The request 
locality suggests the usage of caches that store the results 
of recent searches. But not only superpeers are responsible 
for discovering semantic structure in the network. We also 
allow weak peers to collect statistics about the content indexed 
by the superpeers. Having this information, weak peers can 
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make local decisions about which superpeers to connect to. In 
our architecture, superpeers store the information about the 
location of the content recently requested by their weak peers. 
Weak peers, on the other hand, sort the superpeers known to 
them according to the number of positive responses to their 
queries, and prefer to connect to superpeers that have satisfied 
most of their requests. To accelerate the process of grouping 
peers with similar interests under the same superpeers, 
we allow weak peers to exchange their lists of superpeers. 
More precisely, if a search succeeds, the requesting peer 
asks the peer that has the requested file for its list of top-
ranked superpeers. This list is then merged with the list of 
superpeers known to the requesting peer. The intuition here 
is that if both peers were interested in the same file, then it 
is highly probable that they will share interest for more files 
in the future. In SOSPNET, the superpeer caches of the weak 
peers and the file caches of the superpeers are controlled 
according to different caching policies.LRU, the file caches of 
the superpeers have to adapt fast to the changing needs of 
the weak peers. When it is contacted by random peers. (Initial 
stage of the superpeer lifetime).

Fig. 1: The Structure of SOSPNET.

Second, like LFU (inherent memory), the file caching policy 
should keep track of long-term file popularity, Addressing the 
specific requirements of file caches. According to the mixed 
policy, if the file pointer is not yet present in the cache, then 
it is added to the cache with its priority one higher than the 
highest priority of all other cached items as in LRU. 
Otherwise, the priority corresponding to the file pointer is 
increased by one as in LFU. The high initial priority of the 
inserted item and the slow alteration of the priorities of items 
in the cache result in a better caching performance. 
The flexibility built into SOSPNET eliminates all three weak 
points of existing superpeer designs. 
First, by manipulating the size of its superpeer cache, a weak 
peer may decide to how many superpeers it is connected. The 
more connections maintained by the peer, the better is the 
resilience to crashes of multiple nodes. 
Second, the problem of static peer-to-superpeer assignment is 
solved by the policy used for the superpeer caches. 

Third, the all-or-nothing property is replaced with a property 
that we refer to as partial responsibility. Pointers to these files 
can then be cached by multiple superpeers.Pointers to these 
files can then be cached by multiple superpeers.

IV. Performance Model
Firstly, how the analytical model allows us to extract the 
semantic structure from real world traces and how to generate 
it in synthetic data sets that can serve as inputs to simulations. 
We then apply this model to the two traces that we use in our 
performance evaluation. 
Second, we show that there is an optimal arrangement of the 
items in the caches in the two level caching scheme of SOSPNET 
that reflects the semantic structure of file popularities and 
peer interests. 
In our experiments, we use data sets to model file popularities. 
The first two of them are based on real-world traces, while the 
second two are created synthetically. There are two reasons for 
using both models. First, a broader spectrum of the simulation 
data increases the credibility of our results. Second, we use 
the opportunity to assess the usefulness of synthetic data sets 
in the evaluation of system designs based on the semantic 
paradigm. The validation is performed by comparing the 
behavior of SOSPNET with real and synthetic data sets.

Fig. 2: The file popularity distribution for the different data sets 
as shown in fig.(a),fig.(b),fig.(c),fig.(d)

V. Performance Evaluation 
For the purpose of performance evaluation, we have built a 
discrete time simulator of SOSPNET and some alternative 
system architectures that provide the reference points. We 
investigate a variety of performance aspects of the simulated 
systems including the cache hit ratios, the efficiency of the 
caching policies, the dynamics of peer joins and leaves, and 
the properties of the load balancing mechanisms. 

1. Superpeer
Superpeer contains all connected weak peers and their Ip 
addresses and port number. If any peer disconnected then 
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that peer Ip address will be removed. 

2. Peers
This is design to connect to cache peer and connect to all other 
peers which are up. This peer module exchanged their entire 
available file name with each other. 

3. Superpeer Thread
This supporting multi connection with Superpeer and other 
Peers and it will enable Superpeer and weak peers to send/
receive multiple file request and connection request. 

4. Share Thread
This module is supporting multi connection for Peers. 

Fig. 3: Pseudo code of the search protocol in SOSPNET

5. Refresh option
This option will help peers to look for old connection which 
are currently up. 

Fig. 4 :The impact of the file caching policy on
A. The convergence speed and

B. The cache hit ratio for individual files

6. File Transfer
This option help peers to transfer files. 

7. File details Exchange
This option helps all weak peers to exchange their file details 
with one another.
We believe that the performance of SOSPNET, and in particular, 
its performance relative to the systems to which we compare 
SOSPNET, in a real environment will be close to its performance 
in our simulations for two reasons. First, SOSPNET operates 
at a level that is no way dependent on such elements as the 
actual network with its particular latency and connectivity 
characteristics in which it would run. Second, we use workloads 
that are based on the traces of real systems. 
The selection of the number of peers relative tothe number of 
superpeers is guided by what was learned from the study of 
Kazaa the most popular superpeer network ever deployed, in 
which the peer-to-superpeer ratio is around 100. Before the 
simulation starts, all the superpeer caches have been filled with 
the identities of superpeers selected randomly and uniformly 
from the set of all superpeers. The file caches are initially 
empty. Each peer initially stores 10 files selected randomly, 
taking into account the file popularities and peer type. The 
superpeers are organized into a Gnutella-like network. If a 
superpeer cannot answer a file request, it employs request 
flooding in the superpeer network. The simulation is executed 
in phases. In each phase, 
every weak peer requests one file. Although in SOSPNET 
searching and load balancing are integrated in one protocol, 
in the experiments, we evaluate these two mechanisms 
separately by disabling load balancing during all experiments 
but the last one. 

Fig. 5 : The Cache hit ratio for four types of P2P architectures 
exploiting the semantic relations between peers as shown in 
fig.a, fig .b, fig .c, fig .d

Superpeer architectures have also been proposed for structured 
P2P networks Such architectures group nearby peers based 
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on some criteria, such as network latency or adjacency in the 
key space, and organize the communication between groups 
using a superpeer layer.To find a peer that is responsible for a 
key, the top layer overlay network routes among the superpeers 
to determine the group responsible for the key, which, in turn, 
uses an intragroup overlay network to find the target peer. The 
lookup time in structured superpeer networks depends on the 
size of the state maintained by each superpeer and on the total 
number of superpeers.
Some architectures are even able to guarantee a constant-time 
lookup. The rigid organization of content items based on their 
identifiers in structured P2P networks hampers optimization 
efforts that exploit the semantic properties of the content.
Exploiting the semantic properties of peers and content has 
also attracted a significant interest of the research community. 
Various approaches to capturing the semantic proximity 
between peers have been proposed. Some of them rely on a 
predefined ontology Unfortunately, defining ontologies is often 
a manual, timeconsuming process and the resulting semantic 
classes have tobe continuously adjusted to reflect changes in 
semantic profiles of the content. Another approach is based 
on adding semantic shortcuts (i.e., extra links) between peers 
that share some interest .These links are created dynamically 
based on the set of most recent downloads, for instance. Such 
a mechanism is very reactive to evolving download patterns. 
Nevertheless, the nonintrusive nature of this approach does 
not allow to exploit available information such as the overlap 
between caches, which has also been used to approximate the 
semantic proximity between peers .A refined proximity measure 
takes into account not only the content of peers’ caches but 
also their generosity and the popularity of shared files .None of 
the approaches discussed here combines a dynamic discovery 
of semantic proximity between peers and files with a multilevel 
P2P architecture as SOSPNET does.

VI. Conclusion
SOSPNET maintains a superpeer network topology that reflects 
the semantic similarity of peers sharing content interests. 
SOSPNET achieves makes search performance, efficiently 
distributes the system load taking into account superpeer 
capacities. In the proposed system, we use self-organizing 
superpeer network architecture (SOSPNET) for file sharing. By 
using SOSPNET, we can find out how client peers are related 
to superpeers, how superpeers locate files, how the load is 
balanced among the superpeers, and how the system deals 
with node failures. 
Finally, this system is robust to catastrophic failures and it 
supports Superpeers with heterogeneous capacities by 
controlling the amounts of load delegated to individual 
superpeers.
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